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Introduction 
Advanced Geo IP Redirect extension automatically detects visitor’s location and redirects 
him to regionally optimized storefronts for geo-targeting. The regionally optimized store 
can have region-specific language, currency, and targeted local products. This GEOIP 
extension for Magento detects location to which a visitor belongs so that they can be 
directed towards their most likely interesting products and services. Basically, extension 
tracks customers' location based on their IP addresses and redirects them to a relevant 
store, changing the store view, language, and currency. 
 
This extension allows you to create multiple redirection rules by creating more than one 
region. Each region can be assigned to multiple countries and relevant stores to facilitated 
geo-targeting campaigns. This extension automatically recognizes the users’ IP-based 
location and directs them accordingly. It removes the ambiguity and confusion on the part 
of users, who find difficulty in browsing products meant for their region. 
 
With the help of this extension when visitors visit the website it automatically changes the 
language and currency of a store based on the user’s location. It helps to ensure that the 
customers see the most relevant product, price, and language with this geo IP location 
based redirector module. Admin can create different groups depending upon a 
combination of various countries. By assigning a language and currency to each group, 
you can send visitors to a specific storefront according to the country they belong to. 
 
This extension is especially useful for multi-website Magento setups or just for 
multi-lingual web stores. The extension detects the visitor’s geographical location by his IP 
address and forwards him to the appropriate store, store view, website, or language. 
Knowing the visitor’s geographical position, the extension can also detect the currency 
that is used in the given country. Based on this information it can switch the catalog price 
currency. 
 

Backend Settings of the Extension 
➢ Navigate to Stores > Settings > Configuration > SunArc > IP Redirection in 

Magento Admin Panel. 
➢ General Configuration screen opens. 
➢ Enable: Choose Yes to enable the effect of Geo IP Redirect. 
➢ Redirect URL Fields Mapping: Select the required list of visitor country from the 

drop down to which the original URL has to be redirected. Multiple countries with 
different Redirect URL can be added. 
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➢ Store View Fields Mapping: Choose various countries and the stores to which 
they are to be associated. Multiple store view can be added. 

 

 
 
 

➢ Currency Fields Mapping: Choose various countries and the currencies to which 
the countries are to be associated. 
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➢ Click on ‘Save Config’ to save the configuration settings. 
 

Features of the Extension 
URL-redirection based on the users’ IP address 
The list of countries or IP addresses redirection can be mapped to custom URL or store 
from the back-end. After auto-recognition of the users’ location, the Magento 2 Advance 
GeoIP extension redirects the users to the region-specific website in a particular language. 
It aids in better comprehending the product, deals, shipping options, policy, and much 
more regional features. 
 
Automatically switch currency based on visitor’s location 
The extension detects the location of your store visitor using GeoIP technology and 
changes price currency to the one which is actually used in the potential customer’s 
country. Also, your customers don’t have to choose the language prior to starting 
purchasing – it will be done automatically. 
 
Restrict redirection for particular URLs 
In case you want to keep the URLs like home or FAQ page the same for all store views, 
you can exclude them from redirection. At the same time, you can apply redirect option 
only to the certain store pages, e.g. Delivery info or Contacts.  
 
Restrict redirects by IP address 
It helps to keep the settings in such a way which allow certain people to see your web site 
as it is despite their location. For example, when some of your staff works remotely from 
different countries. You can easily do this by specifying their IPs in the module’s settings. 
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Contact Us 
Sometimes extensions already installed on your store may conflict with the extension. If 
you run into an error we want to help! 
 
Please contact us at Support Email. 
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